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BLOCH’S CONJECTURE FOR INOUE SURFACES
WITH pg = 0, K
2 = 7.
I. BAUER
Introduction
Let S be a smooth projective complex surface and let
A0(S) =
∞⊕
i=0
Ai0(S)
be the group of rational equivalence classes of zero cycles on S. Then
Bloch’s conjecture asserts the following:
Conjecture 0.1 (S. Bloch, [Blo75]). Let S be a smooth surface with
pg(S) = 0. Then the kernel T (S) of the natural morphism
A00(S)→ Alb(S)
is trivial.
The conjecture has been proven for surfaces S with κ(S) < 2 by
Bloch, Kas and Liebermann (cf. [BKL76]), and has been verified
for several examples (cf. e.g. [Bar85b], [ChCou10], [IM79], [Ke88],
[Voi92]). It has been observed recently that by a beautiful result due
to S. Kimura (cf. [Kim05]) all product quotient surfaces (i.e., minimal
models of C1×C2/G, where G is a finite group acting on the product of
two curves of respective genera at least 2) with pg = 0 satisfy Bloch’s
conjecture (cf. [BCGP09]).
Even if nowadays a substantial number of examples are known to
fulfill Bloch’s conjecture, there is still no idea how to prove the result
in general. Also worth mentioning is that to our knowledge Bloch’s
conjecture has not been verified for any fake projective plane, i.e., a
surface of general type with pg = 0 and K
2
S = 9.
The main result of this note is to verify Bloch’s conjecture for Inoue
surfaces with pg = 0 andK
2 = 7. Inoue surfaces are up to now1 the only
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1In the meantime a new family of surfaces of general type with K2S = 7, pg = 0
has been constructed by Yifan Chen, cf. [Che12]
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known family with pg = 0 and K
2
S = 7. They form a four dimensional
irreducible connected component NI in the Gieseker moduli spaceM
can
1,7
of canonical models of surfaces of general type with pg = 0, K
2 = 7, as
was shown among other things in [BC12].
These surfaces were first constructed by M. Inoue in [In94] as as
quotients of complete intersections of two divisors (explicitly given by
equations) of respective multi-degrees (2, 2, 2, 0) and (0, 0, 2, 2) by a free
(Z/2Z)5-action.
They can also be described as bidouble covers of the four nodal cubic
surface (cf. [ML-P01]). This description will be crucial for the proof of
our main result.
Theorem 0.2. Let S be an Inoue surface with K2S = 7 and pg = 0.
Then
T (S) = A00(S) = 0,
i.e., S satisfies Bloch’s conjecture.
The proof will in fact use the method of ”enough automorphisms”
introduced by Inose and Mizukami (cf. [IM79]) and refined by Barlow
(cf. [Bar85b]), but in a much simplified form.
Remark 0.3. As shown in [BC12], if [S] ∈ NI , then S is an Inoue
surface. Therefore our result shows Bloch’s conjecture for each surface
in the irreducible connected component NI .
1. Bloch’s conjecture for surfaces with a (Z/2Z)2-action
The aim of this note is to prove Bloch’s conjecture for Inoue surfaces
using the method of ”enough automorphisms” introduced by Inose and
Mizukami (cf. [IM79]), refined by Barlow (cf. [Bar85b]).
We need the following notation.
Definition 1.1. Let G be a finite group and H ≤ G be a subgroup.
Then we set:
z(H) :=
∑
h∈H
h ∈ CG.
We recall Barlow’s reformulation of the criterion of Inose and Mizukami
in [IM79].
Lemma 1.2. [Precise version of Inose’s ”enough automorphisms”,
[Bar85b]] Let S be a nonsingular surface and G a finite subgroup of
Aut(S). Let H, H1, . . . , Hr be subgroups of G. We denote by I the
two-sided ideal of CG generated by z(H1), . . . , z(Hr). Assume that
(1) z(H) ∈ I,
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(2) T (S/Hi) = 0, ∀i ∈ {1, . . .}.
Then T (S/H) = 0.
Using the above we can show the following
Proposition 1.3. Let S be a surface of general type with pg(S) =
0. Assume that G = (Z/2Z)2 ≤ Aut(S). Then S satisfies Bloch’s
conjecture if and only if for each σ ∈ G \ {0} the quotient S/σ satisfies
Bloch’s conjecture.
Remark 1.4. Note that S/σ is a surface with at most nodes and
denoting byXσ → S/σ its resolution of singularities, Xσ is minimal and
has pg = 0. Moreover, since nodes are rational singularities, T (S/σ) =
T (Xσ).
Proof. If S satisfies Bloch’s conjecture then obviously each quotient by
an involution also.
For the other direction we apply lemma 1.2 for G = (Z/2Z)2, H = 0,
H1 = 〈γ1〉, H2 = 〈γ2〉, H3 = 〈γ3〉, where γ1, γ2, γ3 = γ1γ2 are the three
non trivial elements of G. Then by assumption S/Hi satisfies Bloch’s
conjecture, i.e. T (S/Hi) = T (X) = 0.
Therefore it remains to verify that 1 = z(H) ∈ I, where I is the
ideal in CG generated by z(H1), z(H2), z(H3). Observe that z(Hi) =
1+(γi)∗, i.e. γi ≡ −1 mod I. On the other hand, (γ3)∗ = (γ1)∗(γ2)∗ ≡
1 mod I, whence 1 = z(H) ∈ I.

Corollary 1.5. Let S be a surface of general type with pg(S) = 0 and
assume that G = (Z/2Z)2 ≤ Aut(S). Assume that for each σ ∈ G\{0}
the quotient S/σ has κ(S/σ) ≤ 1, then S satisfies Bloch’s conjecture,
i.e., T (S) = A00(S) = 0.
Proof. Follows immediately combining proposition 1.3 and [BKL76].

2. Inoue surfaces with pg = 0 and K
2
S = 7 as bidouble
covers of the four nodal cubic
In [In94] the author constructs a family of minimal surfaces of general
type S with pg = 0, K
2
S = 7 as quotients of a complete intersection of
two divisors (explicitly given by equations) of respective multi-degrees
(2, 2, 2, 0) and (0, 0, 2, 2) by a free (Z/2Z)5-action.
In order to prove our main result we use a different description of
the Inoue surfaces, given by Mendes Lopes and Pardini in [ML-P01],
as (Z/2Z)2 - Galois covers of the four nodal cubic.
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We briefly recall their construction here, for details we refer to the
original article [ML-P01], example 4.1.
Let Λ in P2 be a complete quadrilateral and denote the vertices by
P1, . . . , P6.
We have labeled the vertices in a way that
• the intersection point of the line P1P2 and the line P3P4 is P5,
• the intersection point of P1P4 and P2P3 is P6.
Let Y → P2 be the blow up in P1, . . . , P6, denote by L the total
transform of a line in P2, let Ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ 6, be the exceptional curve
lying over Pi. Moreover, we denote by Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, the strict trans-
forms on Y of the sides Si := PiPi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, S4 := P4P1, of the
quadrilateral Λ.
We denote by ∆i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, the strict transforms of the three
diagonals of the complete quadrilateral on Y , i.e.,
• ∆1 ≡ L− E1 −E3,
• ∆2 ≡ L− E2 −E4,
• ∆3 ≡ L− E5 −E6.
Observe that the four (-2) curves Si come from the resolution of the 4
nodes of the cubic surface Σ which is the anticanonical image of Y , and
the curves Ei are the strict transforms of the 6 lines in Σ connecting
pairs of nodal points.
The surface Σ contains also a triangle of lines (joining the midpoints
of opposite edges of the tetrahedron with sides the lines corresponding
to the curves Ei). These are the 3 strict transforms ∆1, ∆2, ∆3 of the
three diagonals of the complete quadrilateral Λ.
For each line ∆i in the cubic surface Σ we consider the pencil of
planes containing them, and the base point free pencil of residual con-
ics, which we denote by |fi|. Hence we have
|fi| = |(−KY )−∆i|, ∆i + fi ≡ (−KY ).
In the plane realization we have:
• f1 is the strict transform on Y of a general element of the pencil
of conics Γ1 through P2, P4, P5, P6,
• f2 is the strict transform on Y of a general element of the pencil
of conics Γ2 through P1, P3, P5, P6,
• f3 is the strict transform on Y of a general element of the pencil
of conics Γ3 through P1, P2, P3, P4.
It is then easy to see that each curve Sh is disjoint from the other
curves Sj (j 6= h), ∆i, and fi, if fi is smooth. Moreover,
∆i · fi = 2, ∆i · fj = 0, i 6= j, f
2
i = 0, fjfi = 2, i 6= j.
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Definition 2.1. We define the Inoue divisors on Y as follows:
• D1 := ∆1 + f2 + S1 + S2, where f2 ∈ |f2| smooth;
• D2 := ∆2 + f3, where f3 ∈ |f3| smooth;
• D3 := ∆3 + f1 + f
′
1 + S3 + S4, where f1, f
′
1 ∈ |f1| smooth.
Let π : S˜ → Y be the bidouble covering with branch divisorsD1, D2, D3
(associated to the 3 nontrivial elements γ1, γ2, γ3 of the Galois group
G ∼= (Z/2Z)2).
Then S˜ is smooth and by the previous remarks we see that over
each Si there are two disjoint (−1)-curves. Contracting these eight
exceptional curves we obtain a minimal surface with pg = 0 and K
2
S =
7.
Moreover, S is a smooth (Z/2Z)2-covering of the four nodal cubic
Σ, obtained from Y by contracting the four (−2)-curves Sj and by
[ML-P01] these are exactly the Inoue surfaces.
Remark 2.2. We immediately see that there is an open dense subset
in the product
|f1| × |f
′
1| × |f2| × |f3|
∼= (P1)4
parametrizing the family of Inoue surfaces.
Remark 2.3. Denoting by χi ∈ G
∗ the nontrivial character orthogonal
to γi, the non trivial character sheaves of this bidouble cover are
• L1 = OY (−KY + f1 −E4);
• L2 = OY (−2KY −E5 − E6);
• L3 = OY (−KY + L− E1 −E2 − E3).
I.e., G acts on L−1i via the character χi.
Then we have the following:
Proposition 2.4. [Mendes Lopes, Pardini [ML-P01]] The decomposi-
tion of H0(S˜,OS˜(2KS˜)) as sum of isotypical components is as follows:
H0(S˜,OS˜(2KS˜))
∼= H0(S˜,OS˜(2KS˜))
G ⊕
3⊕
i=1
H0(S˜,OS˜(2KS˜))
χi , where
(0) H0(S˜,OS˜(2KS˜))
G = H0(Y,OY (−KY + f1 +
∑
Sj)) ∼= C
7,
(1) H0(S˜,OS˜(2KS˜))
χ1 = H0(Y,OY (−KY + f1 +
∑
Sj −L1)) ∼= C,
(2) H0(S˜,OS˜(2KS˜))
χ2 = H0(Y,OY (−KY + f1 +
∑
Sj −L2)) = 0,
(3) H0(S˜,OS˜(2KS˜))
χ3 = H0(Y,OY (−KY + f1 +
∑
Sj −L3)) = 0.
Proof. See [ML-P01], example 4.1., p.271. 
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Corollary 2.5. The decomposition of H0(S,OS(2KS)) in invariant
and anti-invariant part with respect to γi is as follows:
H0(S,OS(2KS))
+,γi ∼= H0(S˜,OS˜(2KS˜))
G ⊕H0(S˜,OS˜(2KS˜))
χi,
H0(S,OS(2KS))
−,γi ∼= H0(S˜,OS˜(2KS˜))
χj ⊕H0(S˜,OS˜(2KS˜))
χk ,
where {i, j, k} = {1, 2, 3}.
In particular, h0(S,OS(2KS))
−,γ1 = 0 and h0(S,OS(2KS))
−,γi = 1
for i = 2, 3.
3. Quotients of Inoue surfaces by an involution
In order to prove theorem 0.2 we have to show that for each auto-
morphism σ ∈ G = (Z/2Z)2 of an Inoue surface S we have
κ(S/〈σ〉) ≤ 1.
Before doing this, we have to fix some notation.
Let S be a minimal regular surface of general type and let σ be an
involution on S. Then σ is biregular, and its fixed locus consists of k
isolated points and a nonsingular (not necessarily connected) curve R.
The quotient T := S/〈σ〉 has k nodes, and resolving them we get a
cartesian diagram of morphisms
(1) Sˆ
πˆ

ǫ
// S
π

Tˆ // T
with vertical maps finite of degree 2 and horizontal maps birational.
We denote by ∆ the branch curve π(R) and by E1, . . . , Ek the ex-
ceptional curves of ǫ.
The action of σ on Sˆ yields a decomposition πˆ∗OSˆ = OTˆ ⊕OTˆ (−δˆ),
with 2δˆ ≡ ∆+
∑k
1
πˆ(Ei). Recall that KSˆ ≡ πˆ
∗(KTˆ + δˆ).
Then (cf. [ML-P03], [Bor07]):
Lemma 3.1.
(2) 0 ≤ k = K2S + 6χ(OTˆ )− 2χ(OS)− 2h
0(OTˆ (2KTˆ + δˆ)).
Moreover, if pg(Tˆ ) = 0, then the biconical map of S factors through σ
if and only if h0(OTˆ (2KTˆ + δˆ)) = 0.
Combining the above lemma with corollary 2.5 we obtain:
Proposition 3.2. Let S be an Inoue surface with pg(S) = 0 and K
2
S =
7 and let γi be one of the nontrivial elements of G ∼= (Z/2Z)
2. Then
we have for the number of isolated fixed points ki of γi:
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• k1 = 11, in particular the biconical map factors through γ1;
• k2 = k3 = 9.
Proof. Note that ki = K
2
S + 6χ(OTˆ )− 2χ(OS)− 2h
0(OTˆ (2KTˆ + δˆ)) =
7 + 4− 2h0(OTˆ (2KTˆ + δˆ)). Now use
h0(OTˆ (2KTˆ + δˆ)) = h
0(Sˆ,OSˆ(2KSˆ))
−,γi = h0(S,OS(2KS))
−,γi .
The claim follows now from corollary 2.5. 
We also need the following results of [DMLP02]:
Lemma 3.3. [[DMLP02], lemma 4.2.] Let S be a smooth surface with
pg(X) = q(X) = 0 and let σ be an automorphism of S of order 2.
We denote again the divisorial part of the fixed locus of σ by R and by
k the number of isolated fixed points. Moreover, let t be the trace of
σ|H2(S,C). Then:
k = KS ·R + 4, t = 2− R
2.
Furthermore, using the notation of diagram 1 we have the following
relation for the Picard numbers:
ρ(S) + t = 2ρ(Tˆ )− 2k.
Proposition 3.4. [[DMLP02], prop.4.1.] Let Y be a surface with
pg(Y ) = q(Y ) = 0 and Kodaira dimension κ(Y ) ≥ 0. Moreover, let
C1, . . . , Ck ⊂ Y be disjoint rational (−2)-curves. Then:
(i) k ≤ ρ(Y )− 2;
(ii) if k = ρ(Y )− 2, then Y is minimal.
In fact, we need also to consider the case ρ(Y ) = k − 3. Here Y
is not necessarily minimal, but using the same line of arguments as in
prop. 4.1. of [DMLP02] we can show the following:
Lemma 3.5. If in proposition 3.4 we have k = ρ(Y ) − 3, then the
minimal model Y¯ of Y is either
- equal to Y, or
- Y → Y¯ is the blow up in one point, in particular K2Y = K
2
Y¯
−1,
or
- Y → Y¯ is the blow up in two infinitely near points, in particular
K2Y = K
2
Y¯
− 2.
Proof. Assume that Y is not minimal. Let E ⊂ Y be an irreducible
(−1) curve and let Y ′ be the surface obtained by blowing-down E.
If E does not intersect any of the nodal curves Ci, then Y
′ contains
k disjoint nodal curves, hence k = ρ(Y )− 3 = ρ(Y ′)− 2. Therefore, by
proposition 3.4, Y ′ is minimal.
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Assume now that E intersects, say C1, i.e., E ·C1 = α > 0. Then, if
C ′1 denotes the image of C1 in Y
′, C ′1 is irreducible and
(C ′1)
2 = −2 + α2, C ′1 ·KY ′ = −α.
Suppose α ≥ 2, then (C ′1)
2 > 0 and the image C ′′1 in Y¯ is a curve and
satisfies C ′′1 ·KY¯ ≤ C
′
1 ·KY ′ < 0. This contradicts KY¯ nef.
This implies that α = 1, i.e., C ′1 is a (−1)-curve. Moreover, E ·Ci = 0
for i 6= 1, since otherwise we would have on Y ′ two intersecting (−1)-
curves, which is not possible on a surface with κ(Y ) ≥ 0. Denote by Y ′′
the surface obtained from Y ′ by blowing down C ′1. Then Y
′′ contains
k − 1 nodal curves and
k − 1 = ρ(Y )− 4 = ρ(Y ′′)− 2.
By proposition 3.4 we get that Y ′′ is minimal.

Now we are ready to prove our main result.
Proof of theorem 0.2. We will in fact show the following more general
result
Proposition 3.6. Let S be a minimal surface of general type with
pg = 0 and K
2
S = 7. Let σ be an involution on S with k isolated fixed
points. If κ(S/〈σ〉) = 2, then k = 5 or k = 7.
Proof of prop. 3.6. Since S is a regular surface with pg = q = 0, ρ(S) =
e(S)− 2. Therefore, K2S = 7 implies ρ(S) = 3.
Since the class of the canonical divisor in H2(S,C) is invariant under
σ we have for t the possibilities t = 3, 1 or −1.
Assume that t = −1, i.e. σ|H2(S,C) has eigenvalues 1,−1,−1 and
in particular, dimH2(S,C)inv = 1. This implies that KS is numerically
equivalent to rR, which contradicts R2 = 2− t = 3. Therefore this case
does not occur.
t = 1: then R2 = 1 and KS ·R = 2m+1, for some m ≥ 0. This implies:
k = KS · R + 4 = 5 + 2m ≥ 5.
On the other hand, by lemma 3.3,
4 = ρ(S) + 1 = 2ρ(Tˆ )− 2k,
whence ρ(Tˆ ) = k + 2.
Since κ(S/〈σ〉) = 2, it follows by prop. 3.4 that Tˆ is minimal. In
particular, K2
Tˆ
> 0. Therefore,
K2
Tˆ
= 12− e(S) = 8− k > 0.
This implies that k = 5 or k = 7.
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t = 3: in this case R2 = −1, whence again KS · R = 2m+ 1, for some
m ≥ 0. This implies:
k = KS · R + 4 = 5 + 2m ≥ 5.
On the other hand, by lemma 3.3, ρ(Tˆ ) = k + 3.
Since κ(S/〈σ〉) = 2, it follows by lemma. 3.5 that K2
Tˆ
≥ −1. There-
fore,
K2
Tˆ
= 12− e(S) = 7− k ≥ −1.
This immediately implies that k = 5 or k = 7. 
Combining proposition 3.6 with proposition 3.2 we see that for an
Inoue surface we have k(S/〈γi〉) ≤ 1. By corollary 1.5 our main result
is proven. 
Remark 3.7. We were kindly informed that Proposition 3.6 follows
also from [LS10], cf. e.g. the table on page 2, loc. cit..
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